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P:robabilistic Study of the VariabHity of Flexural 
Strength of Reinforced Concrete Simple Beam 

Sachio KOIKE and Zennosuke KA TO 

鉄筋コンクリート単純ばりの曲げ強度に

関する確率論的研究

小池狭千朗*.加藤善之助*

This study， in the Experiment 1 and II， examined variability of strength of materials such as 

reinforcing bars and concrete composing reinforced concrete beams， and 0妊ereddata to simulat巴

occurrenc巴 ofthe probability distribution of materials used. In the Experiment 1II， fourty-eight 

reinforced concrete beams were fabricat巴d，and the probability distridution of variations in st巴巴l

placement， variability of the size of cross area wer巴examinedand variability of ultimate自巴xural

strength of reinforced concrete simple beams were tested， Supposing the probability distribution of 

materials used and dimension variations obtained by the Experiment 1， II and III as Normal 

distribution， the computer simulation was done by the Monte Carlo Method， and the result were 

compared with ones of ultimate flexural strength of reinforced concrete simple beams obtained by 

the Experiment III. By these comparative studies， possibility to presume the probability distribu-

tion of flexural strength of reinforeced concrete beams were examin巴d

1. Introduciion 

As str巴ngthof materials such as reinforcing bars 

and concrete composing reinforced concrete members 

is affected by various defects distributed at random 

within materials， the strength has variability pεculiar 

to each material and should be treated as random 

variable. [Ref. 1，2，3，4J As to dimension variations 
of materials used and dimension variations at fabri-

cating beams， the variability distribution of dimen-

sion is largely a妊ectedby the qurlity of construction 

works， and should be treated as random variable 

[Ref. 5，6J Therefore， strength and deformation 

capacity of reinforced concrete members composed 

by these random variables are also probabilistic 

phenomena occuring from the combination of each 

random variabl巴 Thesevalues should show the 

probability distribution and should be treat巴das 

random variable 

On the other hand， in case of calculating the 

probability distribution of strength of reinforced 

concrete members by Mont巴 Carlosimulation by the 
computer， sumpling the probability distribution of 

strength of each material and dimension variations at 

fabricating test specimens has very important 

meaning， but data on these probability distributions 

are very scarce at present. [Ref. 2，5ゑ7，8，9，10，l1J
This study， in the Experiment 1， examined 

variability of diameter， strength and elongation of 

four kinds of reil'lforcing bars， and in the Exp巴riment

II， examined variability of strength of concrete which 

composes reinforced concrete beams， and offered 

data to simulat巴occurenceof the probability distribu 

tion of materials used. In the Experiment III， forty 

eight reinforced concrete beams with two kinds of 

similar 'dimensions using the reinforcing bars from 

the same lot and concrete from hte same batch tested 

in the Experiment 1 and II were fabriじated，and the 

probability distribution of variations in steel place 

ment and variability of the size of cross area were 

examined. Supposing the probability distribution of 

materials used and dimension variations obtained by 

the Experiment I，II and III as normal distribution， the 

computer simulation was done by the Monte Carlo 

Method， and the results were compared with ones of 

ultimate flexural strength of reinforced concrete 

simple beams obtained by the Experim巴ntIII. By 

these comparative studies， possibility to presume the 

probability distribution of flexural strength of 

reinforced concrete simpl巴 beamswas examined. 

2. EXj)邑riment 1 (Diameter， Elongation， Yield 
Stren宮thof Reinforcing Bars) 

The load that reinforcing bars can carry is 

determined not only by strength of bars but also by 

th巴 areaof cross section of bars. Generally， there is 
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variabiJity in strength of reinforcing bars and 

rnoreover， the coe伍cientof variance of the area of 

cross section becornes rnore than two tirnes of the 

coefficient of variance of diarneter. Therefore， 

variability of diarneter of reinforcing bars largely 

a任ectsthe load carried by the reinforcing bars. By 

Aoki's study based on the test results of reinforcing 

bars for construction works exarnined at the Building 
Material Test Center， vareability of the area of cross 

section of bars is larger than expected in both of 

deforrned bars and round bars， and it shows Log-
norrnal distribution， and in cas巴ofstrength， the forrn 

of distribution shows tendency to incline toword the 

srnaller values of strength. [Ref. 2J On the other 

hand， frorn the results of rn巴chanicalproperties of 

various reinforcing bars， Sher Ali Mirza，et al reports 

that variation in yield strength within a singl巴baris 

relatively srnall， while the in-batch variation for a 

given heat is slightly larger， and the variation of 

sarnples taken frorn different batches or sources is 

larger. [Ref. 7J 

(1) Surnrnary of Experirnent 

To exarnine the probability distribution of 

diarneter， elongation， yield strength and ultirnate 

tensile strength about r巴inforcingbars of φ6A， D10， 

D13 and D16， 150 bars each-total 600 bars were 

rneasured their area of cross section， length， weight 

and tension test was done. The dialgage type bar 

tension meter was used for rneasuring yield strength 

and the yield strength was confirrned by careful 

reading of scales on the tension rneter， especially 

around yield strength 

(2) Test Results and Discussion 

Table 2.1 shows a part of the results of tension 

test of reinforcing bars. M shows the average value， 

VA-variance， SD-standard deviation， and CD 

-coe伍cientof variance (%). The diarneter of <t6A 

bars shows coefficient of variance of 1.47%， but the 

values of DI0， D13 and D16 bars are srnaller as 0.43% 

0.80%. It is considered because <t6A bars， not for 
structural use， are not ristricted severely regarding 

the area uf cross section. These values， except φ6A， 

show the srnaller values cernpar巴dwith ones of Sher 

Ali Mirza， et al [Ref. 7J and lower than Aoki's value 

(0.9%-1.45%) [Ref. 2J that is the test result of the 

Test.Center. Arnong these reinforcing bars，φ6A and 

PROtl.P)一一 - .. ， Normal DlslribuUon - ~.." 

!iluJ (Yield 斜"司t川、 ・ 010
PRO(，-P) 

DI0 bars and their data were used for the bearn test 

(reported later) and for sirnulation. Yield strength and 

tensile strength shew the sarne tendency and sher Ali 

Mirza， et al showed that the coefficint of variation 

was， in general， in the order of 1%-4% for individual 

bar sizes and 5%-8% for individual bar sizes when 

data were taken frorn rnany sources. [Ref. 7J On the 

other hand， Aoki's value shows 4.5%-8.4，9百 foryield 
strength and 4.3%-8.5% for tensile strength， and these 

two values are sirnilar. [Ref. 2J The test results of 

this tirne， exceptφ6A， show 1.1%-1.6% for yield 

strength and 0.64%-2.63% for tensile strength， and 

sirniJar to the deta by sher Ali Milza， et al. Julian 

reports the coe伺cientof variance of 12% for 40 ksi 

steel. [Ref. 10J Horikawa shows that variability of 

elongations larger cornpared with variability of 

strength， and the result of this experirnent also shows 

large values as 5.1%-6.2%. [Ref. 12J Fig. 2.1 shows 

yield strength of r巴inforcingbars by W巴ibulldistribu 

tion， by Norrnal distribution and by Log-norrnal 
distribution. The straight lines in the figures were 

Table 2. 1 Test result of reinforcing bars 

「三¥
diameter yield str. ultimate elong四

世s σSY str.σSU atlOn 
M 5.65 醐 4020kg /crrf 4750kg /crrf 27.4% 

世6A
VA 0.00689 15900 20200 6.13 
SD 0.083仏師1 126 kg /crrf 142 kg /crrf 2.48% 
CV 1.47 % 3.14 % 2.99 % 9.05% 
M 9.18 4140 6020 23.6 

D10 
VA 0.00537 4400 24900 2.15 
SD 0.0733 66.4 158 1.47 
CV 0.799 1.60 2.63 6.23 
M 12.25 3779 5515 24.9 

D13 
VA 0.0039 1627 1237 1.66 
SD 0.0627 40.34 35 1.29 
CV 0.51 1.07 0.64 5.17 
M 15.8 4010 6140 23.6 

D16 
VA 0.00456 3260 8060 1.48 
SD 0.0675 57.1 89.8 1.22 
CV 0.428 1.42 1.46 5.13 

Table 2.2 Correlation coefficient for the straight 

line calculated by the method of least square 

of experiment values of yield strength. 

Weible dist. 

0.976 
0目 992
0.980 
0.951 

Log-normal 
占st.

-0.995 
0.992 
0.965 

-0.985 

Normal dist. 

-0.999 
0.993 

-0.996 
-0.986 
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Fig. 2. 1 Probability distribution for yield strength of reinforcing bars. 
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obtain邑dby the method of le旦stsquares， and T旦ble2 

2 shows correlatIon coe伍cientfor the straight line 

formula of experiment v呂lues. Every correlation 

coeffi.cient shows more th呂n0.98 and thεy are clos巴to

the straight line and can be indicated wel1 by both of 

.Normal distribution and Log.normal distribution， but 
in Weibull distribution， both ends of distribution 

separate slightly from the straight line. On the oth釘

hand， by Nishimura's report which 邑xamined

mechanical properti白 ofstεel， [ReI. 9J both of yield 

strεngth and tensile strength of steel show Log 

normal distribution， and Freudenthal connrmed that 

yield strength of ASTM A 7 st号elby Mill Test was 

coincident with Log.normal distribution. [Ref. 11J 

Sher Ali Mirza， et al [Ref. 7J， consideri昭 thatnormal 

distribution or log-normal distribution doεs not 

coincide for yield strength at both ends of data， 

proporsed the new equation of probability density 

function. The test of this tim巴isthe result of one lot， 

and quite coincident with both of N ormal distribution 

and Log.normal distribution. 

3. Experiment n (Exp母rimentOl1 compr邑ssiveand 

Splitting Tensil君 Strel1lgthof Concrete) 

(1) Summary of Experiment 

Table 3.3 shows the actual dimensions of three 

kinds of concrete prism specimens fabricated for the 

experiment. 15 prisoms each of three kinds and total 

of 45 prisms w邑refabric旦ted，cast by concrete of the 

same mix proportion， and 100 concrete cylinders of 

<t 10x20cm were made at the samεtime in each 

casting for examination of the probability distribu. 

tion of cornpressive strength and splitting tensile 

strength. Both εnds of concrete prism spεcimens had 

steel mold and concretεwas cast side¥九Tays

Common Portland cεment旦nd，as aggregates， 

Yahagi River sand less than 5mrn and Tenryu River 

gravel !ess than 15mm werεused. The water c四 1ent

ratio of concrete was 60% and Table 3"1 shows its 

mix proportion. Concr記tewas mixed by the Smith 

typ芭 concretemixer with th邑 maxirnumcapacity of 

600 1 and casting w旦sdone at th己sametime with th邑

be呂m spεcirnens (reported later). Both of concrete 

prisms and cylinders were remolded after two days 

and εx呂minedafter seven weeks 

(2) Test Results and Discussion 

Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.1 show the test results of 

cornpressive and splitting tensile strength ofφ10x20 

cm concrete cylinders呂ndthεir probability distribu. 

tion. In the mark CP * 2-AC， CP rneans cylinder， nO.2 

rneans the first casting， AC m目 立sthecornpressive 

test by th巴 Arnsler Type hydrau日ccompresslVε 

rnachine. (2-4) shows the result considering the total 

of 2-4 as one population. Essentially， data should be 

treated for three different populations， but three 

populations had very close properties and therεfor巴，

is indicated as on巴 populaton.A T shows the test 

results of splitting tensile strength. r shows correla. 

tion coefficient，μin N ormal distribution shows the 

rnediurn value of the N orrnal distribution curve 

supposing th巴 testresults as N orrnal distributionσ 

Table 3司 21'est results of compressive strength and splittin再 tensilestrength of 9う10x20cm

concrete cylinder 

cylinder 
CP水 2-AC
CPキ 3-AC

compresslVe 
CPキ 4-AC

strength 
CP 申 (2~4)AC 

ssptrIletHt1ErltE h CP* (2~4)AT 

岡田(1-1'隠占

No. of Mean 
speCl紅1en kg/crrf 

40 260 
34 264 
31 260 

105 261 

101 25.8 

We-ibull 日slrbuUonLN(LN(1-P)) 
CP斉 105

Normal D1Stib叫同n

CP翠105

90 
.1 

50 
ー2

10 -3 

0.1 

SD 
kg/crrf 

14.8 
14.9 
14.0 
14.6 

28.2 

出lfc)
200 250 300 Fc( kgf.、打。 5.3 5.4 5S 56 57 58 59 

Fig. 3. 1 Probability distribution of compre-

ssive strength for件10x20c皿 con-

crete cylinder (CP * (2~4) AC) 

VA CV 
% 

219 5.68 
221 5.64 
196 5.39 
212 5.57 

7.94 10.9 

Weible dist. Normal dist 
appro. eq. 

19.9X-l11 
19.6X-110 
20.6X-115 

21.4X-120 

， 
r μ σ r 

0.976 261 16.4 -0.988 

0.958 264 16.7 -0.985 
0.995 260 15司8 0.981 
0.983 262 15.5 -0.997 

99.9十 Normal0出 nbullOn
Concrete P'Ism 

lN(一LNtl一 円 1 - ' "'>K-6 

1 ~ Welbwll 加 'b山 0'11 町会九円一!
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.1 .11 t ゑ¥九
.，1 ，" ./ I φ ….J '"、_.C .: I 固 K-1J ，vl 二‘内¥
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Fig. 3. 2 Probability distribution of compre-

ssive strength for concrete prisms 

(KP * (2~4) AC) 
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I Table 3.3 Test results of compressive strength of concrete prisms 

NO.of b h Pnsm croenmgpth resslve Weibull dist. Normal dist. st 
(咽) (佃) (cm) specl. M I SD I CV LN(ーLN(l-p))I r μ σ r' 

- 6 15 4.46 4.66 13.4 180 
KP*2 10 15 7.22 7.36 2l.8 198 

16 15 12.4 12.6 37.4 212 
- 6 15 4.46 4.56 13.4 190 

KP*3 -10 15 7.22 7.37 2l.8 209 
16 15 12.4 12.5 37.4 209 

- 6 15 4.46 4.58 13.4 174 
KP*4 -10 15 7.22 7.40 2l.8 207 

-16 15 12.4 12.6 37.4 226 

KP* 
- 6 45 4.46 4.60 13.4 182 
-10 45 7.22 7.39 2l.8 205 2-4 
-16 45 12.4 12.6 37.4 216 

shows standard deviation， r' shows correlation 

coefficient for the approximate straight line of data in 

Normal distribution. The result of this time is closer 

to Normal distribution than Weibull distribution. By 
Cook's report， cofficient of variance of concrete with 

compressive strength of 3.46 ksi shows 12%. [Ref. 

8J On出eother hand， by bruce's r巴port，coe伍.cientof 
variance of concrete with compressive strength of 3.5 

ksi is 12%. [Ref. 6J Besides， data of concrete of 

used by Robert，巴tal for Monte Carlo simulation was 

the one in N ormal distribution that showed coefficient 

of variance of 17.6%. The result of this time shows 

coefficient of variance of 5.39%-5.68%， much smaller 

than values in the papers refered. 

Table 3.3 and Fig. 3.2 show the test results of 

compressive strength for concrete prisms with three 

kinds of similar dimensions and their probability 

distribution. The coe伍cient of variance for 

compressive strength of concrete prisms shows 5.03% 

12.3% and shows slightly larger variability than 

ones of concrete cylinder . It is contidered b巴cause

wooden molds were used for sides of specimens at 

fabricating them， and the height/width(diameter) 

ratio of concrete prisms is 3:1 while it is 2:1 in 

concrete cylinders. Generally， smaller specimens have 
larger coe伍.cientof variance compared wi出 larger

specimens， and specimeris should be fabricated care-

fully. Their distributions， except KP * 3-6， are quite 

close to either of weibull distribution or Normal 
distribution. 

4. Experiment m (Flexural Test of Reinforced 

Concrete Simple Beams) 

Total of 48 reinforced concrete beams with two 

kinds of dimensions were fabricated using the same 

reinforcing bars and concrete examined in the Ex-

periments 1 & II， under three separate operations. 

Flexural tests were done for simple beams and the 

probability distribution of the ultimate flexural st-

rength was examined. 

17.7 
18.6 
10.7 
20.8 
20.8 
20.7 
2l.5 
20.5 
16.3 
22.2 
20.1 
17.6 

9.82 10.4X-54.6 0.959 180 2l.4 -0.967 
9.40 10.8X-57.3 0.967 198 22.5 -0.967 
5.03 20.5X-ll.。0.979 212 12.6 -0.990 
12.3 6.48X-34.5 0.879 193 32.1 -0.867 
9.91 9.95X-53.6 0.980 210 25.1 -0.967 
9.91 10.2X-55.2 0.993 209 24.7 0.981 
12.4 8.15X-42.5 0.988 174 25.5 -0.986 
9.89 10.5X-56.2 0.986 207 24.1 -0.994 
7.23 13..9X一75.6 0.979 226 19.9 -0.960 
12.2 9.00X-47.3 0.995 183 24.5 -0.987 
9.84 1l.5X-6l.6 0.989 205 22.1 -0.993 
8.18 13.8X一74.6 0.995 216 19.4 0.989 

(1) Summary of Experiment 

Fig. 4.1 and Table 4.1 show details of beam 

specimen. Stirrups were placed densely to prevent 
shear failure. BA-6 beams and BA-10 beams were 

fabricated to have similar dimensions of cross sec-

tion， main reinforcement ratio and stirrup ratio 

Table 4.1 shows the objectiv巴dimensionsfor fabrica-

tion. Beams were tested by two-point loading condi-

tion having three same spans. Load was measured by 

the 3-ton and 5-ton load-cell， and deflection was 

measured by the slide type di任erentialtransformer 

with digital strain meter. 

(2) Test Results and Discussion 

Table 4.2 shows the actual dimensions of beam 

specimen after removing mold. As they were care-

fully fabricated in the laboratory to have precise 

dimensions， the coe伍cientof variance is quite small， 

but this preciseness is different from the one at the 

construction site. These values were measured for 

simulation. 

Table 4.3 and 4.2 show the test results of ultimate 
flexural strength and their probability distribution. 

Fig. 4.2 shows results of conversion from the beam 

with two 0'5y=4000 kg/cm2 bars as main reinforce-

ment at top and bottom of the beam to the one with 
dimension of 2.789 times of BA -6 beam. The 

coefficient of variance for the ultimate flexural 

strength on beam specimens is 2.1%-3.3% and qute 

small compared with variability of yield strength of 

steel bars. 

5_ Monte Carlo Simulation of the Ultimate Flexural 
Strength of Reinforced Concrete Simple Beams 

The ultimate flexural s甘engthof reinforced 

concrete simple beam is a任ectedby the variations in 

the streng白 ofconcrete and reinforcement， the cross 

section dimension and steel placement 

The effects of these variables on仕levariability 

of flexural strength were studies using the Monte 

Carlo simulation. 
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Th巴 fundamentalploblem of sampling in th芭

Monte Carlo simulation is to choose the suitable 

values of the probability distribution 旦mongthe 

alr巴adyknown random variables as values of the 

主h 6h 
12h 

BEAM BA-l0(BA-6) 

Fig. 4. 1 Outline of beam specimen 

BA-I0 (BA-6) 

Table 4. 1 Details of beam specimen 

probability distribution of mechanical properties of 

each material. On solution of this problem， occurence 

of random vari旦blescan simulated by the physical 

probabilistic procεss 

The pseudorandom numbers are generated by D. 

H.Lemer's multiplicative cargruential method for the 

computer simulation in this study. [Ref. 13，14J The 

procedure for generating pseudorandom numbers are 

shown below 

lli+l ニ 75x n， 
where， n， is the integer number of eight figures 

Th巴 upperbit of n'+1 is rej邑ctedby overflow in the 

computer and remained lower bit n'+l is smaller 
than231-1 

TIi+l 
ri+l=矛1-1

Table 4. 2 Actual rumensions of beam specimen after removing mold 

~ Beam width I NonnaJ distribution Beam depth Effective depth I NonnaJ distribution NonnaJ distribution 
M 1 SD I CVμσr  M SD CV μ σ r M SD CV μ σ r 

BA* 6 -2 4.49 0.021 0.47 4.49 0.025 0.97 9.00 0.045 0.50 9.00 o 056 0.98 8.15 0.114 1.40 8.15 0.180 0.79 
BA* 6 -3 4.50 0.016 0.35 4.50 0.018 0.99 9.03 0.032 。‘35 9.03 0.039 0.97 8.23 0.229 2.78 8.24 0.374 -0.77 
BA* 6 -4 4.55 0.026 0.57 4.55 0.032 -0.97 9.11 0.113 1. 24 9.11 0.144 0.98 8.16 0.052 0.64 8.16 0.067 -0.97 
BA*10-2 7.35 0.082 1.11 7.35 0.126 0.81 14.67 0.086 0.59 14.67 0.109 0.98 13.03 0.077 0.59 13.02 0.102 -0.94 
BA*10-3 7.35 0.137 1.86 7.35 0.260 0.66 14.62 0.065 0.44 14.62 0.082 0.95 12.99 0.062 0.47 13 00 0.082 0.93 
BA*10-4 7.33 o 026 0.36 7.30 0.033 0.99 14.67 0.068 0.46 14.67 0.086 0.97 12.99 0.108 0.83 12.99 0.141 0.96 
BA*6-2-4 4.51 0.033 0.72 4.51 0.038 0.98 9.05 0.084 0.93 9.05 0.103 0.91 8.18 0.148 1.81 8.19 0.218 -0.77 
BA * 10-2-417 .331 0.09211.2617 3410.1461-0.71114.0510.08010.55114.6610.0841-0. 98113 .001 0.08810.68113.0010.0961-0.96 

Table 4.3 Test results of ultimate flexural 

strength of beam specimen. 

where， r'+l is uniformly distributed pseudo-

random number generated between 0 and l. Fig. 5.1 

shows the f10w chart of generating of random 

numbers. Essentially， 235-1 should be used， but 231 
No 
of 
speCl. 

BA* 2-6 B 
BAキ 3-6 B 
BA* 4-6 8 
BAキ 2-10 8 
BA中 3-10 8 
BA* 4 -10 8 
BA宇(2-4)ー6 24 
BA申(2-4)ー10 24 

Beam ultimate flexural strength (P) 
M SD cv Normal distribution 
(ton (ton (%) μ σ I 

1 162 0.029 2.49 1.16 0.04 -0.94 
1.148 0.027 2.32 1.15 0.03 -0.98 
1.096 0.027 2.47 1.10 0.04 -0.95 
3.060 0.101 3.31 3.06 0.15 -0.85 
3.086 0.065 2.10 3.09 0.08 -0.96 
3.074 0.086 2.79 3.07 0.11 0.98 
1.135 0.039 3.44 1.14 0.06 -0.98 
3.073 o 082 2.68 3.07 0.10 -0.98 

1=2.147，483，647 were used becaus巴 ofconv巴nienceof 

the computer. Because the probability distributions of 

th日Experiment1， II and III showed the result closer to 

Normal distribution than to other probability distribu 

tion， the N ormal distribution type random numbers 

were generated by Direct Method (Inverse Trans-

formation Method) using the uniformly distributed 

pseudorandom numbers generated by multiplicativ巴

PROll-P)!"t.J PRαl-P)(勺)

胞団IDslributlon 
999 

99 
15，.，.，回2叫 lolaJ)
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99 
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'" 

，j ~ー一一 BA .!I 2【-1.-6 M=8_7951 

，，'・ BAi2-.1.-10 M=8，6441 

人一
司Z. ， . 

司'.

62 81. 8，6 86 90 92 9[， Pu(!on) 2.10 2.12 2.14 2.16 216 2.20 222 log{Pu) 
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(Ser'es2司令TOt81)
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Fig. 4. 2 Probability rustribution of ultimate f1exural strength of beam specimen 
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cargruential method 

The random vari旦blex of probability density 

function f(x) was divid色d into eighty divisions 

between M-4σ(o: st呂ndarddeviation， 1¥1[: mξan value) 

and M+4σ， and the are旦 ofeach divisions were 

integrated， and thεvalues of exist号nceprobabilities 

at each eighty points were calculated. The N ormal 

distribution typεrandm numbers were gener丘ted

using the relationship between the pseudorandom 

number and the discr己tecumulativ己 frequencyfunc 

tion derived from the value of existence probabiliti 

es 

The random variables usεd in this simulation are 

beam width b， e百ectivedepth d， bar diameter q，s， bar 

yield strength民y，young's modulus oI concrete Ec， 

young's modulus ratio n， compressiv色 strengthof 

put in the initi担Ivalue 1 
cf IX (eight figures) I 

4 

IXニ !Xヰ 16807

4 

PR/J，ニFしOA丁(IX)/12，147，4113，64700 

4 

Fig. 5. 1 Flow chart of generating of random 

number using L巴hmer'smultiplicative 

∞rgruential method 

Table 5. 1 Input data for the beam Monte Carlo simulation and properties of pseudorandom numb巴r

BA牢 (2~4)-6 BAキ (2~4) ー10

lnput data Pseudorandorn number Input data Pseudorandom number 
M SD CV(%) M SD CV(%) M SD CV(%) M SD CV(%) 

b cm 4.55 0.023 o 51 4.55 0.040 0.88 7 46 0.066 0.88 7.46 0.130 1. 74 
b cm 8.18 0.041 0.50 1.18 0.119 1.45 13.0 0.012 o 092 13.00 0.098 0.76 
世smm 5.65 0.083 1.47 5.65 o 112 1.97 9.18 0.073 0.80 9 18 0.139 1. 51 
σs y kg/cnf 4020 126 3 14 4032 133 3 29 4140 66 4 l. 60 4144 76 0 1.83 
Ec (X105) kg/cnf l. 78 0.34 19.1 1.80 0.35 19.3 1. 78 0.34 19.1 1.80 0.35 19 3 
n 11 80 0.34 19 1 12.14 2 73 22.5 11.80 0.34 19 1 12.14 2.73 22.5 
a cm 26.8 ..--------...--------

-""ζ------こ ..--------1..------ 43.5 ..-------- ..-------- ..------列三三Es (X10') kg/cnl 2 10 ..------..------ ~I~ 2.10 ..------..------..--------
Prism : pFc kg/cぱ 182 21.8 12.2 180 2l.5112.0 205 20 6 10 1 204 20.4110.0 
Cylinder : cFc kg/cnl 261 14.6 5.57 262 14 5 1 5.54 261 14 6 5.57 262 14.5 1 5 55 

Table 5.2 Comparison between the test results of u!timate flexural strength of beam and the 

ones by the Monte Carlo simulation 

No.of M SD CV normal占st
specl. (ton) (ton) C%) μ σ 1 

test result 24 1 135 0.039 3.'14 1.14 。マ05 0.98 
BA キ (2~4)- 6 simulation I prism 1000 1.011 0.043 4.26 

I cylinder 1000 1.081 0.041 3.80 
test result 24 3.073 o 082 2.68 3.07 o 10 0.95 

BA キ (2~4)-10 1 prism 1000 2.734 o 078 2.87 
simulation I ~~íi~der 1000 2.853 0.067 2.37 cy 
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Fig. 5. 2 Frequency distribution histgram of random numbers of yield strength of 

steel bars and compressive strength of concrete prisms， and ultimate 

flexural strength of beam mode! calculated by Monte Carlo simulation 
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concrεt芭 prism pF， and compressivεstrength of 

concr巴tecylinder cF，. The Norrnal distribution type 

random numbers werεgenerated for each parameter 

one by one to calculate the beam ultimate flexural 

strξngth 

Table 5.1 shows the result of statistical tre呂tment

of a thousand of thξNorrn旦1distribution type random 

numbers generated using the results of the Experi-

rnents 1， II and III as input d，ヨta)supposing them as 

N ormal distribution. Genεrally， the coef五ciet of 

variance for random numb巴rsshow the slightly large 

values. It is bec旦usethe sεction to occur the norma! 

distribution type randorn numbers was divided into 

eighty divisions and the discrete cumu!ative frequen-

cy function was dぼ ived，and pr巴clse日芭ssinproves by 

increasing number of divisions 

The assumption to calculate the u!timate flexural 

strength are shown be!ow. 

i) In every portion of bεams， the values of the 

rnechanichal properties of stee! bars and concrete呂re

just the same as the r旦ndomnumber generated by 

comput訂

ii ) In the center bending span of be旦ms，the 

dimensions of beams are just the sarne as the random 

numbers generated by computer 

iii) The str巴ss-str旦incurve of concr色teis bi-linear 

with compressive strength 0.85 Fc and ultimatεstrain 

0.003 

iv) Thξstress-strain Cl1rve of steel bars arεbi-

linear with young's modulus 2.1x106kgjcm'. 1n εach 

calculations，εach N ormal distribution type r呂ndom

numbers generated by cornputer are assumed as thε 

decision variate in th芭 beamand slmulated to calcu 

late the b巴呂muJtimate fl色xurlstrength 

Tab!e 5.2 shows comparison bεtvveen the test 

results of ultimate f!exura! strength of beams and 

on巴sby the lVIonte C旦rlosimulation. With either of 

data of concrete prisms or concrete cylinders as the 

value of concrete strength， the simulated results of 

co色伍CI色ntof variance of ultimate flexural strength 

stowεd similar values to ones by experiments 

F巴g.5.2 shows the frequency distribution hist-

grarn of random numbers of yield strength of st邑el

b呂rsand compressivξstrength of concre句 prismsby 

sirnulation， and the histogr昌111 of ultimate fJ巴xural

strength of b出 ms.It is interεsting that the histogram 

of ultim昌匂 flexuralstrength (results of simulation) 

show the form of distribution inclining slightly 

toward right， whi!e the histogram oI numbers， being 

normal distribution， is symmetrical on both sides of 

the mean values 

60 Cond日呂iOIil

The following concll1sion vverεobtain巴das the 

result of the Nl.o日teCarlo sirnu!ation using values of 

the probabi!ity distribution obtained by the experi-

ments to ex呂町]inethe probability distribution of 

concrete strength旦ndsteel bars which are thεmam 

p旦rametersto determine the strength of reinforced 

concrete beams， and the probability distribution of 

cross section dimentions of beams and placernent 

variation of reinforcing b呂rs，as input data 

(1) In case of specimens with reinforcing bars 

from the sam号 lot，as in this experirnent， both yield 

str邑ngth呂ndtensile strength show the ql1itεsmall 

coε伍cientof v呂riance，bl1t the coε伍cietof variance 

of elongation showed large v呂!ues.In this test， both 

yie!d strength and tensile strength showed distribu 

tion which w旦squite coincident with either Norma! 

distribution or Log-normal distribution 

(2) The values of compressive strength of con-

crete cy!inders showed the result closer to N orrnal 

distribution than to Weibull distribution. The v旦lues

of coefficiet of variancεof concret巴strengthshowed 

much smaller value than ones used by Cook or 

Robεrt， et呂l

(3) The value of compressiv芭 strengthof con-

crete prisms showed much larger valiabi!ity than one 

of concrete cylinders， but its distribution was quite 

close eith日rto Vveibull distribution or Norma! distribu-

tlOn 

(4) The vaJue of coefficient of variance of 

flexural strength of beam specimens was 2.1 %-3.3% 

呂ndquite small compar芭dwith variability of concrete 

strength 

(5) Pseudorandom nl1mbers occured by simula 

tlO日 ofthis time showed the tendency to h呂vesmall 

V旦n旦tions when small values of coe伍cient of 

van旦ncewere input 

(6) The values of coefficient of v旦riance of 

ultimate flexural strength of beams obtained by the 

lVIonte Carlo simulation was quite close to the experi-

mental resu!ts， and it showed possibility to presume 

the probability distribution of fJexuraJ strength of 

be旦msby simulation 
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